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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Health-related retrospective databases, in particular claims databases, continue to be an important data source for outcomes research. However, retrospective databases pose a series of methodological challenges, some of which are unique to this data source. Methods: In an effort to assist decision makers in evaluating the quality of published studies that use health-related retrospective databases, a checklist was developed that focuses on issues that are unique to database studies or are particularly problematic in database research. This checklist was written in the form of 27 questions to guide decision makers as they consider the database, the study methodology, and the study conclusions. For many of the questions, key references are provided as a resource for those who want to further examine a particular issue. Keywords: claims databases, outcomes research, research design, statistics.

Introduction: Health-related retrospective databases, in particular claims databases, continue to be an important data source for outcomes research. However, retrospective databases pose a series of methodological challenges, some of which are unique to this data source. Methods: In an effort to assist decision makers in evaluating the quality of published studies that use health-related retrospective databases, a checklist was developed that focuses on issues that are unique to database studies or are particularly problematic in database research. This checklist was written in the form of 27 questions to guide decision makers as they consider the database, the study methodology, and the study conclusions. For many of the questions, key references are provided as a resource for those who want to further examine a particular issue. Keywords: claims databases, outcomes research, research design, statistics.

Results: Written in the form of 27 questions, the checklist can be used to guide decision makers as they consider the database, the study methodology, and the study conclusions. Checklist questions cover a wide range of issues, including relevance, reliability and validity, data linkages, eligibility determination, research design, treatment effects, sample selection, censoring, variable definitions, resource valuation, statistical analysis, generalizability, and data interpretation.

Conclusions: For many of the questions, key references are provided as a resource for those who want to further examine a particular issue.
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Checklist for Retrospective Database Studies

Convenient and expedient approach for answering the time-sensitive questions posed by decision makers. Two recent studies have suggested that adequately controlled observational studies produce results similar to randomized controlled trials [1,2].

How Should the Checklist Be Used?
This checklist was developed primarily for the commonly used medical claims or encounter-based databases but could potentially be used to assess retrospective studies that employ other types of databases, such as disease registries and national survey data. The checklist is meant to serve as a supplement to already available checklists for economic evaluations [3,4]. Only those issues that are unique to database studies or are particularly problematic in database research were included in the checklist. Not every question will be applicable to every study. As is true with any scale or other measure of study quality or validity, the checklist cannot discern whether something was done in a particular study versus whether it was reported.

In summary, this checklist should serve as a general guide, recognizing that follow-up with study authors may be warranted when no or unsatisfactory answers to checklist questions are extant.

Data Sources

Relevance: Have the Data Attributes Been Described in Sufficient Detail for Decision Makers to Determine Whether There Was a Good Rationale for Using the Data Source, the Data Source's Overall Generalizability, and How the Findings Can Be Interpreted in the Context of Their Own Organization?

Any given database represents a particular situation in terms of study population, medical benefits covered, and how services are organized. To appropriately interpret a study, key attributes should be described, including the sociodemographic and health-care profile of the population and limitations on available services, such as those imposed by socialized medicine, plan characteristics, and benefit design (e.g., physician reimbursement approach, cost sharing for office visits, drug exclusions, mental health carve-outs). For example, in an economic evaluation that compares two drugs, it would be important to know the formulary status of the drugs as well as any other pharmacy benefit characteristics that could affect the use of the drugs, such as step therapy, compliance programs, and drug utilization review programs.

Reliability and Validity: Have the Reliability and Validity of the Data Been Described, Including Any Data Quality Checks and Data Cleaning Procedures?
With any research data set, quality assurance checks are necessary to determine the reliability and validity of the data, keeping in mind that reliability and validity are not static attributes of a database but can vary dramatically depending on the questions asked and analyses performed. Quality checks are particularly important with administrative databases from health-care payers and providers because the data were originally collected for purposes other than research, most often for claims processing and payment. Services may not be captured in the claims database because the particular service is not covered by the plan sponsor or because the service is “carved-out” and not captured in the data set (e.g., mental health). Data fields that are not required for reimbursement may be particularly unreliable. Similarly, data from providers who are paid on a capitated basis often have limited utility because providers are infrequently required to report detailed utilization information. Changes in reporting/coding over time can result in unreliable data as well. The frequency with which particular codes are used can change over time as well, often in response to changes in health plan reimbursement policies.

For all these reasons, investigators should describe the quality assurance checks performed and any steps taken to normalize the data or otherwise eliminate data suspected to be unreliable or invalid, particularly when there is the potential to bias results to favor one study group over another (e.g., outliers). The authors should describe any relevant changes in reporting/coding that may have occurred over time and how such variation affects the study findings. Data quality should be addressed even when the data have been preprocessed (e.g., grouped into episodes) prior to use by the researcher. Examples of important quality checks include missing and out-of-range values, consistency of data (e.g., patient age), and claim duplicates. Other examples of approaches that can be used to address the quality of a database are to compare data figures to established norms (e.g., rates of asthma diagnosis compared to prevalence figures) and to cite previous literature in which the database’s reliability and validity have been examined [5].
Linkages: Have the Necessary Linkages among Data Sources and/or Different Care Sites Been Carried Out Appropriately, Taking into Account Differences in Coding and Reporting Across Sources?

Various types of linkages can be necessary for working with claims data. In some cases, a researcher may want to combine data from several health plans for analysis and should describe how inconsistencies in coding and reporting across health plans were addressed. For example, as new procedures or services are introduced, health plans often create their own codes so that those delivering the services can be paid. These “temporary” codes can differ across data sources, leading to variations in how the same events are reported. As to reporting, one simple scenario occurs when groups of providers, who have different relationships to the health plan, report office visits at different rates due to reimbursement arrangements. In other cases, data from one health plan may not be integrated, requiring the researcher to link all relevant health services (e.g., outpatient, inpatient, mental health, pharmaceutical, laboratory, eligibility). A particular challenge in this situation is ensuring that the each individual’s records are accurately matched across data sources. This linkage process should be described, with note made of any problems that could affect data validity or study findings.

Eligibility: Have the Authors Described the Type of Data Used to Determine Member Eligibility?

In studies designed to examine outcomes over a particular time period at the patient level, it is important to determine whether patients were eligible to receive benefits during the time period. There are various types of data and approaches that might be used to determine eligibility, each with potential advantages and disadvantages, making it important that the author describe how eligibility was determined. A not uncommon but flawed approach to eligibility that is seen in the literature is the use of a prescription claim during a particular month as evidence of eligibility during that month. Because a significant percentage of members will not have a prescription claim in any given month for which they are eligible, this is an inappropriate approach to eligibility determination.

Because of the retrospective nature and relatively easy access of claims data, the opportunities for unsystematic data exploration are significant. Accordingly, it is particularly important that evidence of a well-developed a priori data analysis plan be noted for hypothesis-testing studies. For research funded by government or other nonprofit agencies, the proposal has typically undergone a rigorous peer-review process prior to funding. When other or no funding is extant, it may be unclear whether the analysis plan was developed a priori unless the authors explicitly make this statement. Hypothesis-generating studies allow for more latitude on this issue.

Methods

Research Design

Data analysis plan: was a data analysis plan, including study hypotheses, developed a priori?

Design selection: has the investigator provided a rationale for the particular research design? Many designs are available to the investigator, each with particular strengths and weaknesses depending on setting, research question, and data. The investigator should provide a clear rationale for the selection of the design given the salient strengths and weaknesses of the design.

Research design limitations: did the author identify and address potential limitations of that design? Have the investigators described the potential biases, such as selection, history, maturation, and regression to the mean, and how these potential biases will be addressed?

Treatment effect: for studies that are trying to make inferences about the effects of an intervention, does the study include a comparison group and have the authors described the process for identifying the comparison group and the characteristics of the comparison group as they relate to the intervention group? If the investigation attempts to make inferences about a particular intervention, a design in which there is no comparison or control group is rarely adequate. Without a comparison group (persons not exposed to an intervention), there often exist too many potential biases that could otherwise account for an observed “treatment” effect. The comparison group should be as similar to the intervention group as possible, absent the exposure to the intervention. A rationale should be provided for selecting individual observations to the comparison group. The validity of a reported treatment effect depends on the design selected, how similar the comparison is to those exposed to the treatment, and the statistical analyses used (see “Statistics” section) [5–7].


Study Population and Variable Definitions

Sample selection: have the inclusion and exclusion criteria and the steps used to derive the final sample from the initial population been described? The inclusion/exclusion criteria are the minimum rules that are applied to each potential subject’s data in an effort to define a population for study. Has a description been provided of the subject number for the total population, of the sample, and after application of each inclusion and exclusion criterion? In other words, is it clear who and how many were excluded and why? Was there a rationale and discussion of the impact of study inclusion and exclusion criteria on study findings, because the inclusion/exclusion criteria can bias the selection of the population and distort the applicability of the study findings?

Eligibility: are subjects eligible for the time period over which measurement is occurring? Databases only capture information for those patients who are “eligible” for coverage by the payer whose data are being analyzed. Hence, it is important that subjects actually be eligible to receive benefits with the payer during the time period over which they are being observed. In some cases, it may be essential that only subjects who are continuously eligible for the entire study period be included (e.g., analysis of medication continuation rates). In other cases, subjects may only be eligible for selected months during the study period, but any outcome measures (e.g., prescription claims) must be adjusted for the months of eligibility.

Censoring: were inclusion/exclusion or eligibility criteria used to address censoring and was the impact on study findings discussed? Censoring or the time limits placed at the beginning or end of the study period may potentially distort the selection and generalizability of a cohort. The investigator may choose to include only subjects who have some fixed duration of eligibility (e.g., 1 year) after the intervention. This method of right censoring (follow-up time) may bias the study if duration of eligibility is related to other factors, such as general health. For example, in government entitlement programs where eligibility is determined monthly, limiting the study population to only those with continuous eligibility would tend to include the sickest patients, as they would most likely remain in conditions that make them eligible for coverage. Alternatively, an investigator may want to identify newly treated patients and require that subjects be eligible for some period prior to use of the medication of interest. This type of left censoring should also be acknowledged and implications for study findings should be discussed.

Operational definitions: are case (subjects) and end point (outcomes) criteria explicitly defined using diagnosis, drug markers, procedure codes, and/or other criteria? Operational definitions are required to identify cases and end points, often using ICD-9-CM codes, medication use, procedure codes, etc., to indicate the presence or absence of a disease or treatment. The operational definition(s) for all variables should be provided [8].

Definition validity: have the authors provided a rationale and/or supporting literature for the definitions and criteria used and were sensitivity analyses performed for definitions or criteria that are controversial, uncertain, or novel? Investigators attempting to identify group(s) of persons with a particular disorder (Alzheimer’s disease) that has some diagnostic or coding uncertainty should provide a rationale and, when possible, cite evidence that a particular set of coding (ICD-9-CM, CPT-4, Drug Intervention) criteria are valid. Ideally, this evidence would take the form of validation against a primary source but more often will involve the citation of previous research. When there is controversial evidence or uncertainty about such definitions, the investigator should perform a sensitivity analysis using alternative definitions to examine the impact of these different ways of defining events. Sensitivity analysis tests different values or combinations of factors that define a critical measure in an effort to determine how those differences in definition affect the results and interpretation. The investigator may choose to perform sensitivity analyses in a hierarchical fashion or “caseness” where the analysis is conducted using different definitions or levels of certainty (e.g., definite, probable, and possible cases).

For economic evaluations, a particularly challenging issue is the identification of disease-related costs in a claims database. For example, when studying depression, does one include only services with a depression ICD-9-CM, those with a depression-related code (e.g., anxiety), or all services regardless of the accompanying diagnosis code? As mentioned above, sensitivity analyses of varying operational definitions are important in these situations.

Timing of outcome: is there a clear temporal (sequential) relationship between the exposure
and outcome? Does the author account for proximity of key interventions to the actual event (outcome) of interest and duration of the intervention? For example, if attributing emergency room visits to use of a medication, did the emergency room visit occur during or within a clinically reasonable time period after use of the medication? One option is to create a variable for the duration (or cumulative) in time or dose and another variable that reflects the time elapsed between the most proximal intervention and the outcome itself.

Event capture: are the data, as collected, able to identify the intervention and outcomes if they actually occurred? Some procedures may not be routinely captured in claims data (e.g., office stool guiac tests) or may not be reimbursed by the payer (e.g., over-the-counter medications, out-of-network use) and thereby not captured. Such a lack of data can be an issue not only for case and end point identification but also for appropriate costing of resources in economic evaluations.

Disease history: is there a link between the natural history of the disease being studied and the time period for analysis? The researcher must address the pros and cons of the database in the context of what is known about the natural history of the disease. For example, a large proportion of the utilization for hepatitis occurs beyond the initial year of diagnosis, typically up to 10 to 20 years after diagnosis. Failing to account for this long follow-up or simply assuming a cross-section of patients adequately represents the natural history of the disease is inappropriate.

Resource valuation: for studies that examine costs, have the authors defined and measured an exhaustive list of resources affected by the intervention given the perspective of the study and have resource prices been adjusted to yield a consistent valuation that reflects the opportunity cost of the resource? Reviewers should ensure that the resource costs included in the analysis match the responsibilities of the decision maker whose perspective is taken in the research, because generally, patients, insurers, and society are responsible for paying a different set of costs associated with the intervention. For example, if the study is from the perspective of the insurer, the resource list should only include those resources that will be paid for by the insurer, which would exclude noncovered services (e.g., over-the-counter medications).

With respect to measurement, the resource use described in these data is limited by the extent of the insurance coverage. The clearest example of this is the lack of prescription utilization data for Medicare beneficiaries, because Medicare does not cover most outpatient prescriptions. This problem also occurs under insurance products where portions of benefits are carved out (e.g., mental health carve-outs) and in capitated arrangements with providers who are not required to submit detailed claims to the insurer.

Likewise, the resource should be valued in a manner that is consistent with the perspective. Typically, claims data provide a number of cost figures, including submitted charge, eligible charge, amount paid, and member copay. The perspective of the study will determine which cost figure to use. For example, if the study is from the perspective of the insurer, the valuation should reflect the amount paid by the plan sponsor, not the submitted or eligible charge.

With this being the case, the resource price information available within retrospective databases might provide an imperfect measure of the actual resource price because reported plan costs may not reflect additional discounts, rebates, or other negotiated arrangements. These additional price considerations can be particularly important for economic evaluations of drug therapies, where rebates can represent a significant portion of the drug cost. In addition, prices will vary over time with inflation and across geographic areas with differences in the cost of living. In most cases, prices can be adjusted to a reference year and place using relevant price indexes [9].

Statistics

Control variables: if the goal of the study is to examine treatment effects, what methods have been used to control for other variables that may affect the outcome of interest? One of the greatest dangers in retrospective database studies is incorrectly attributing an effect to a treatment that is actually due, at least partly, to some other variable. Failure to account for the effects of all variables that have an important influence on the outcome of interest can lead to biased estimates of treatment effects, which are referred to as a confounding bias. For example, a study might find that the use of COX-2 inhibitors is associated with subsequent higher rates of gastrointestinal (GI) events compared to NSAID users. If physicians are more likely to prescribe COX-2 inhibitors to patients with a history of GI disease and the study does not
control for the history of GI disease, then confounding basis is present. Two common approaches for addressing confounding bias in the analysis include: 1) the stratification of the sample by different levels of the confounding variables with comparison of the treatments within potential confounders (e.g., age, sex); and 2) the use of multivariate statistical techniques that allow for the estimation of the treatment effect while controlling for one or more confounders simultaneously. Each of these approaches has strengths and weaknesses.

Often investigations will attempt to control for comorbidities and or disease severity using risk adjustment techniques (e.g., Chronic Disease Score, Charlson Index). The risk adjustment model should be suitable for the population/disease that is being investigated, and a rationale for the selection of the risk adjustment model should be described [10–15].

In addition, in certain situations researchers can use methods (e.g., instrumental variable techniques) that group patients in a manner that is related to treatment choice but theoretically unrelated to unmeasured confounders. These approaches can be thought of as ex post randomizing methods, and consistent estimates of treatment effects are obtained by comparing treatment and outcome rates across groups [16].

**Statistical model: have the authors explained the rationale for the model/statistical method used?** Statistical methods are based on a variety of underlying assumptions. Often these stem from the distributional characteristics of the data being analyzed. As a result, in any given retrospective analysis, some statistical methods will be more appropriate than others. Authors should explain the reasons why they chose the statistical methods that were used in the analysis. In particular, the approach to addressing skewed data, a common issue in claims database research, should be described (e.g., log-transformation, two-part models).

For studies that combine data from several databases, the authors should describe what analyses have been performed to account for hierarchical or clustered data. For example, with data pooled across plans, patients will be grouped within health plans, and the health plan may have a significant impact on the outcome being measured. Outcomes may be attributed to a particular patient-level intervention, when in fact the outcome may be due to differences in health plans, such as formularies and copay amounts. Methods such as hierarchical linear modeling may be appropriate when using pooled data, and authors should discuss this issue when describing the selection of statistical methods.

**Influential cases: have the authors examined the sensitivity of the results to influential cases?** The results of retrospective database studies, particularly analyses of economic outcomes, can be very sensitive to influential cases. For example, an individual who is depressed and attempts to commit suicide might have extremely high medical costs that could dramatically change conclusions about the costs of treating a patient with a particular antidepressant therapy. Such “outliers” can be particularly problematic if the sample is small. There are a variety of tests to measure the sensitivity of findings to influential cases but, basically, the idea is to see how much the results change when these cases are removed from the analysis. Logarithmic transformations, commonly used to reduce the skewness in economic outcome variables, can create serious problems in making inferences about the size of statistical differences in the original (unlogged) dollar units.

Alternatively, analyses can be conducted on measures of underlying service utilization (e.g., numbers of office visits) rather than the dollar values themselves; service utilization measures tend to be less skewed than their economic counterparts. Using this approach, any identified differences in service utilization can be subsequently valued using an appropriate fee schedule. A caveat with using service utilization directly is that statistical analyses, such as regression modeling, may require the use of more sophisticated methodologies (e.g., count models) than those commonly used in expenditure analyses [17,18].

**Relevant variables: have the authors identified all variables hypothesized to influence the outcome of interest and included all available variables in their model?** Retrospective databases are often convenience data sets that were constructed for a purpose completely unrelated to the research study being conducted (e.g., the processing of medical claims). Although they can be extremely rich, such databases often lack information on some of the variables that would be expected to influence the outcome measure of interest. For example, the medication that a patient receives is likely to be partly a function of their clinical characteristics (primary diagnosis, medical comorbidities) and partly a function of physician prescribing patterns.
Often retrospective data sets contain information on one of these components but not the other. This is a problem because omitted variables can lead to biased estimates for the variables that are included in the model. In the special case where the omitted variables are correlated with both the treatment selection and the outcome of interest, the problem is known as selection bias. Several statistical procedures have been developed that attempt to test for, and reduce, the bias introduced by unobservable variables [19–23].

**Testing statistical assumptions: do the authors investigate the validity of the statistical assumptions underlying their analysis?** Any statistical analysis is based on assumptions. For example, regression analyses may include testing for omitted variables, simultaneity of outcomes and covariates, correlation among explanatory variables, and a variety of others. To have confidence in the author’s findings, model specification tests should be discussed [24,25].

**Multiple tests: if analyses of multiple groups are carried out, are the statistical tests adjusted to reflect this?** The more statistical tests one conducts, the greater the likelihood that a “statistically significant” result will emerge purely by chance. Statistical methods have been developed that adjust for the number of tests being conducted. These methods reduce the likelihood that a researcher will identify a statistically significant finding that is due solely to chance [26–28].

**Model prediction: if the authors utilize multivariate statistical techniques in their analysis, do they discuss how well the model predicts what it is intended to predict?** Numerous approaches, such as goodness of fit or split samples, can be used to assess a model’s predictive ability. For example, in ordinary least squares regression models, the adjusted $R^2$ (which measures the proportion of the variance in the dependent variable explained by the model) is a useful measure. Non-linear models have less intuitive goodness-of-fit measures.

Models based on microlevel data (e.g., patient episodes) can be “good fits” even if the proportion of the variance in the outcome variable that they explain is 10% or less. In fact, models based on microlevel data that explain more than 50% of the variation in the dependent variable should be viewed with suspicion [29].

**Discussion/Conclusions**

**Theoretical Basis: Have the Authors Provided a Theory for the Findings and Have They Ruled out Other Plausible Alternative Explanations for the Findings?**

The examination of causal relationships is a particular challenge with retrospective database studies because subjects are not randomized to treatments. Accordingly, the burden is on the author to rule out plausible alternative explanations for the findings when examining relationships between two variables. This requires a consideration of the type of study, its design and analysis, and the nature of the results.

**Practical versus Statistical Significance: Have the Statistical Findings Been Interpreted in Terms of Their Clinical or Economic Relevance?**

In retrospective database studies, the sample sizes are often extremely large, which can render potentially unmeaningful differences to be statistically significantly different. In some studies that have relatively small sample sizes, the large variance in cost data can render meaningful differences statistically insignificant. Accordingly, it is imperative that both statistical and clinical or economic relevance be discussed.

**Generalizability: Have the Authors Discussed the Populations and Settings to Which the Results Can Be Generalized?**

While retrospective database studies often have greater generalizability than randomized controlled trials, this generalizability cannot be assumed. The authors should be explicit as to which populations and settings the findings can be generalized. In addition, the impact of changes in the health-care environment during and since the conduct of the study on generalizability should be discussed. For example, economic evaluations are sometimes conducted shortly after a product is launched, when it has not reached full market penetration. In those cases, patients studied may be systematically more or less severe than the ultimate population of users of that medication, which can impact effectiveness and cost outcomes.
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